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Hi Rebecca, 
 
Further to our earlier telephone conversation I have put together a proposal 
for JP Gardner & Associates to cover the social media for your event on 22nd 
September. 
 
Whilst last year I did accept payment in the form of tickets for the event, we 
all ended up working through so I would prefer to charge a daily rate this 
time, alternatively I can take payment against invoices outstanding to Estate 
Agency Events, if that would be easier. 
 
Let me know what you think, 
 
All the best, 
 

 
 
 
JANE GARDNER, FARLA, MNAEA 
m. 07966 409627 
e. jane@jpgardner.com 
 

 



 

 

 
 
The social media team will include: 
 

• Jane Gardner 
• Antonio Pacelli & Matthew Cooley (video / photography)  
• Jamie Forester, Joey Fanthorpe, Halee Miller, Oscar Blanchard-O’Neill  

(social media) 
 
The plan would be to have 2 social media people in the AV Control Area working on their 
laptops to post to @PropAcad and @BestEAGuide and we will be using the #EAMASTERS 
throughout the event. 
 
The remainder of the staff will start chatting to the delegates and sponsors from 8.30am, we will 
have props such as Selfie sticks, Hashtag posters and winners frames.  The idea will be to use our 
2 WhatsApp channels to send information through to the guys in the AV Control Area (if there is 
space) and this would be on the sponsors, the VIPs and the speakers (including some small video 
clips – but not to detract from Matt Grant’s videos) and also Selfie pics with comments from the 
delegates, these pictures could also be used for the video screens during the conference for the 
‘Selfie Competition’ if we can co-ordinate that with whomever is running the screens. 
 
We would come down the evening before the event in order to ensure that we know the layout 
of the rooms and also to test the wi-fi signal and make sure that we are set-up ready to capture 
the rooms as they fill up to start the Hashtag going as early as possible in the day.  Antonio will 
take some short video clips just for the social media, so they can be used immediately. 
 
I shall be staying for the black-tie event as I am a guest of another client, three members of my 
team will work a further three hours each carrying on through to the evening to take photos of 
the winners as they arrive and throughout the rest of the event. The entertainment and winners 
will be captured using photo and video.  Live tweets and pictures will also be shared throughout 
the evening.  We will incorporate a day of editing the footage to create a show reel of highlights 
from the event, this will be produced after the event to use on social media. 
 
Cost of above £1794.00 + VAT 
Accommodation £327.00 + VAT 
 
Additional items 
Three team members for the evening £315.00 + VAT 
Editing day £437.50 + vat 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

 
OUR INFORMATION 
 

 
 
þ   Work Schedule 
Working days are approximately 6 hours unless otherwise agreed.  
Employees should have the opportunity for a short lunch break and a couple of tea 
breaks throughout the day. 
 
þ Payment  
All prices quotes are subject to VAT at the prevailing rate (20% at time of contract 
but subject to change). 
 
Invoices are strictly 15 days net and invoices should be paid by internet banking or 
Gocardless wherever possible.  Travel and overnight expenses are charged at cost, 
however, we will endeavour to pick the best value deals and share accommodation 
with team members where possible. 
 

Halee Miller 
01923 627772 
halee@jpgardner.com 

 
 

Thank you for your enquiry 

 


